
M U S I C  R E V I E W S  +  F A V E  Q U O T E S 

“A real diamond in the rough....a recording contract waiting to happen” - Virgil Wright, Indieshark 

“From the womb musical warriors” - Featured Artist - 24Our Magazine 

“highly original, uplifting and dare I say brilliantly catchy in scope”       Tammy Tarborough, All 
What’s Rock  

“Brilliant artistic vision from an amazing singer and subsequent musical visionary that’s 
deserving of far wider recognition than this review. I’ve never heard an artist so skillfully 

combine so many styles of music.” Natalie Webb, Indie Artists Alliance  

“a real breath of fresh air and a shock to the everyday musical system presently in place”              
- Leroy Campbell, Skope  

“A musical triple threat ...deserving praise, recognition and musical fame at 
the international level.” - Clarence Young, Jr, Gigband  

“elite singing and songwriting ability…a powerful straight from the heart 
feel” - Michael Morrison, Music Emissions  

“Finken brings back some of what I miss from 1966: popular music that 
isn’t just calculated, forgettable radio fodder” - Kent Williams, Little Village 

Magazine  

“Packed with beauty, power and emotion -  the music is inventive” - Ted Rogan, No More Division  

“The world is ready for Bonne. The stage is yours.” - Kaj Roth, Palace of Rock 

“It’s evident to me Finken’s talents are far beyond what I imagined or even 
expected....a musical force to be reckoned” - RJ Frometa, Vents Magazine  

“A beautiful spitfire in Finken, BONNE projects a girl-power vibe that seems 
unintentional, a feat for which many strive for and fail” – Mary Buck, Des 

Moines Music Coalition  

“Bonne succeeds where lesser musical minds fail because the myriad of 
influences at work here seem more personal, ingrained, part of the package 
from the start rather than the sprinkles on a pop-popsicle.” - Dave Franklin, 

Dancing About Architecture  

“Iowa might not have the same amount of famous artists like 
California..even though there are some well known names from Iowa like swing bandleader 

Glenn Miller and metal Gods Slipknot...we will need to add the supertalented BONNE to that 
list” - Raj Koth, Palace of Rock 
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